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Personal Monitor Mixing

Excessive stage volume is a common problem in modern Houses of Worship and similar 
venues. Replacing your wedges with a Pivitec Personal Monitor Mixing System can 
create a more comfortable environment for your audience or congregation as well as 
for your musicians and tech staff. Pivitec redefines the Personal Monitor Mixing System 
by offering components that combine Visual and Intuitive control with Powerful and 
Flexible features. Pivitec has the ideal solution for any application from Touring and 
Live Production to fixed installation in theaters and Houses of Worship.

VISUAL
See your whole mix at a glance with Pivitec’s V2Mix® Pro application 
for iOS. Our visual interface takes the guess work out of dialing in 
the perfect mix. Channel and device names are handled digitally and 
updated hassle-free over the network.

• See your Mix
• Clear, intuitive layout and control
• Digital Channel Names – no Sharpies or tape needed!

Redefined

POWERFUL
Pivitec supports just about any audio interface or console and offers 
advanced control from a range of native iOS and desktop apps. Interface 
your Pivitec network with AVB compatible Mac or PC computers for 
recording and playback.

• Advanced Ethernet AVB connectivity
• Wired and Wireless remote control options
• Record 32 channels with free V2Mix Capture App

FLEXIBLE
The flexible configuration of Pivitec’s e32 Personal Mixer means that it 
can either be used on stage, or rack mounted for use with wireless IEM’s. 
A high output / low noise headphone amp provides clean, clear sound 
on even the loudest stages while balanced line outputs easily connect to 
wireless IEM transmitters.

• Clean, clear high output headphone amp
• Rack mount interface ideal for IEMs
• Headphone and Line Level Outputs



Four Simple Steps to the Perfect Mix
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Despite the powerful features of the Pivitec Personal Monitor System, getting up and running is almost plug 
and play. Just follow the steps below and you’ll be mixing like a pro in no time!

Whether your are new to the concept of Personal Monitor Mixing or ready to upgrade, Pivitec has many 
advantages over other systems.

True 32 Channel Mixing and Control: 
Pivitec’s e32 Personal Mixer features 32 discrete 
channels – not stereo pairs – for complete control. 

Unrivaled sound quality: A digital system 
is only as good as the analog components in the 
signal chain. Pivitec uses only the highest quality 
components from our Analog Inputs to the discrete 
Class A / B headphone amp of the e32.

Virtually unlimited expansion: Our flexible 
network architecture can support hundreds of 
channels in 16-channel groups using standard 
Gigabit Ethernet hardware.

Pivitec Advantages

“We go to 11”: Pivitec’s headphone amp offers 
enough gain for stage use while maintaining 
extremely low noise and unmatched fidelity.

Perfect for wireless IEMs: Pivitec’s wireless 
control allows the e32 Mixers to be mounted in the 
rack with your wireless IEM transmitters to reduce 
stage clutter and simplify wiring.

We could go on and on, but the best way to learn 
why Pivitec is the best choice is to experience it 
firsthand. Contact us today to learn about our free 
demo opportunities.


